POWER-COMP
HELP GUIDE

To Start the Power-Comp program simply select and click the Power-Comp icon on your desktop,
or select the Power-Comp Icon in your Power Pad top menu.

V.1.0

1) Select the Subject by typing the Block and Lot and click Load.

2) The data and picture will populate from the Powerpad data file which comes from the
CAMA system. (In order for the photos to be part of the comp grid, they need to be stored
locally on whichever computer you are working from).

3) You can choose to enter the Appellant’s comp on the Appellant’s tab. Click add new row to
add as many appellant comps as necessary.

4) As you enter appellant comp block and lots the program will alert you through color coding
of which fields are within the set parameters (Highlighted in Green) and which aren't
( Highlighted in Red). This allows for easy reference to see if the appellant comps are
comparable and/or useful to the County Tax Board appeal.

5) If the Appellant uses a Comp that you feel would help support the assessment and you
would also like to use in your gird. Simply, click the load button.

6) After clicking the Appellant’s comp, that comp will load into your grid. Click on the
comparables tab and you will see the comp loaded as Comp 1 in your grid. (Appellant) will be
noted since you now share this comp. To add more comps, click on the Comps Lookup Button.

7) Once you click on the Comps Look up Button, set the parameters in which you want to
search for comps. This can include by property class, date, price, VCS, etc.

8) You can also search for multiple Criteria within a Category. In the example here we are
searching within 2 VCS’s for comps. To search for multiple items, simply add a comma (,)
between your choices.

9) When you have your parameters set, click the Search button. All of the sales within the set
criteria will populate the screen.

10) You can sort by ascending and/or descending order in each column.

11) To select a sale to be loaded into your comp grid, check off the select box. Once you have
checked off all the properties that you want loaded into your grid, Click the Select button at
the bottom of the screen.

12) After selecting the properties, they will be loaded into your grid. **Notice Comp #5 also
says (Appellant) because this is part of the Appellants comps as well.

13) To easily move your comps around simply click on the comp that you want to move and
hold in left click and move where you would like to move it. In this example, we moved Comp
#4 to Comp #2. You can keep moving the comps around until you are satisfied with the result.

14) To change any of the adjustment values, click on the Adjustment tab.

15) In this example, we changed the Price per square foot from $50 to $45. Once you change
the price, click Save Current Configuration as Default Button.

16) Once, you make the price changes and return back to the Comp grid, the adjusted values
will be calculated.

17) To hide adjustments, click Hide Adjustments Button.

18) Now the adjustments will not be shown. To put the adjustments back into the grid, just
click on Show Adjustments. This allows users to choose if they want to display adjustments or
not on the grid.

19) To choose if you want adjustments to calculated on a By Square Foot bases or By a Flat
amount, click on your choice on the Adjustments Tab. Any changes will take effect on the
Comp grid once choice is selected.

20) The photos at the bottom of the grid can be enlarged by clicking on them. There is also a
Pictures tab that shows pictures of your comps (a separate photos page will also be on the Print Out).

21) To make the font and cells larger on the grid, click the Gear Icon on the Subject grid. You
can enlarge and reduce the sizes on the display.

22) There will be a Bubble Icon on the Subject and/or the Comps if there are detached items.
This is just to give you a heads up and to watch for possible adjustments on the grid.

23) On the Configuration Tab, you can put the Official town, year of appeal, choose to add
and/or display the Director’s Ratio, etc. Important: This is where you can select how many
comps you want to be part of your standard grid. If you select 5 comps and you choose 5, you
can delete any amount you would like so that they are not part of your grid. Simply, click on
the top right of the comp grid there is an (X) to delete the comp.
On the right side of the Configuration Tab, you can either hide or add categories to your comp
grid. You can also move any field selection up or down in your grid. Once you are happy with
configuration simply click Save Configuration Button at the bottom of page, the changes will
take effect immediately on the Comp Grid.

24) On the Stipulation of Settlement Tab, the Plaintiff and current assessments will populate.
You can change the Settlement Assessed values and comments. The Defendant will populate if
you add your town name on the Configuration Tab.

25) To print your report, click file – click Assessor Report

26) On the print out, the first 3 comps will be with the subject and then any others will be on a
separate page with the subject.

27) To save your report, click File – click Save As. You can name and/or save the report
however you wish. The reports can then be emailed and or printed at any time.

28) If you are going to want to use the same comps more for more than one appeal, you can
create a Template. Click Template – Save Template.

29) You can name the Template however you wish to be easily found for loading. The
templates can be loaded over and over again to save time. Once loaded, the adjustments will
be re-calculated when loaded into Comp grid.

30) And finally as always if you have any questions feel free to reach out to us anytime.
We are always happy to help.
BRT Technologies
info@prcpowerpad.com
prcpowerpad@yahoo.com
856.628.1249

